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From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Aug 2 10:34:16 2017
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 02 Aug 2017 10:34:16 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] George Morgan
In-Reply-To: <5981E2E8020000AA000872E8@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <597CD849020000AD00033031@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5981E2E8020000AA000872E8@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <5981E2E8020000AA000872E8@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Hi all;
If you're in northeast Florida or south Georgia, you might want to check out a
one day seminar on Sat, Sept. 9th. George Morgan is the speaker and will be
presenting four different topics that look very interesting. The program is being
held at the LDS church in Fernandina Beach, and is sponsored by the Amelia Island
Genealogy Society.
George is the author of How To Do Everything Genealogy, and is the co-host with our
own Drew Smith of the "Genealogy Guys" podcast.
I have already requested the day off so I can attend. If you'd like more info,
visit: www.aigensoc.org.
Maybe I'll see you there!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
From skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us Wed Aug 2 14:14:52 2017
From: skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us (Sarah Kearns)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:14:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.
The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.

My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
and I'm not sure what to say.
My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
chance to archive this material.
I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
I right to freak out?
Thanks so much!
Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/78d2362b/
attachment.html>
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Wed Aug 2 14:17:26 2017
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (Ann Ellen Barr)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 18:17:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR1701MB176882CC70157C88A50B9980B1B00@CY4PR1701MB1768.namprd17.prod.outlook.com
>
Hope it?s okay to throw in a Volunteer?s side-knowledge> Here in Illinois they
will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local
Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher. See if that
applies in your area.
Ellen Barr

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kearns
Sent: Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper. We would
keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm not sure what--has
changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last roll we got is June 2016, and
we have growing stacks of papers.
The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have such a
thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am considered the resident
"expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy society keeps a collection in
the library, but we don't have control over that, and the library only has a few

local history items and the newspaper on microfilm.
My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on microfilm
will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She seems very reluctant
to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I don't have any decisionmaking authority, but I have been asked my opinion, and I'm not sure what to say.
My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers, somehow. I
don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or the state historical
society is doing that, or if the library is the last chance to archive this
material.
I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am I right
to freak out?
Thanks so much!
Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended
for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended recipient, you
should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
message, or the taking of any action based on it, is prohibited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/
d79f08fd/attachment.html>
From erin at meredithlibrary.org Wed Aug 2 14:23:40 2017
From: erin at meredithlibrary.org (Erin Apostolos)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:23:40 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR1701MB176882CC70157C88A50B9980B1B00@CY4PR1701MB1768.namprd17.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR1701MB176882CC70157C88A50B9980B1B00@CY4PR1701MB1768.namprd17.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CAFc+OeBHeHbnktCbeU7ZtOxNxr6eeKUg8KZE43GmLhrYz+sgUw@mail.gmail.com>
We have our town's newspapers in print in archival quality boxes back to
1920. So far they have held up well.
Not the best solution and I am
working on a grant to digitize them. Perhaps your local bank might
subsidize a grant to digitize them?
On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 2:17 PM, Ann Ellen Barr <ellen at barrfinancial.com>
wrote:
>
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they will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local

Here in Illinois

Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher.
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Ellen Barr

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kearns
*Sent:* Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm

This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!

For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.

The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.

My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
and I'm not sure what to say.

My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
chance to archive this material.

I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
I right to freak out?

Thanks so much!

Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
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Ashland, OH
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information
intended for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended
recipient, you should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or
distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is
prohibited.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Erin Apostolos, Director
Meredith Public Library
http://www.meredithlibrary.org
erin at meredithlibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/6ba95b48/
attachment.html>
From jason.cornelius at loganutah.org Wed Aug 2 14:25:31 2017
From: jason.cornelius at loganutah.org (Jason Cornelius)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 12:25:31 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR1701MB176882CC70157C88A50B9980B1B00@CY4PR1701MB1768.namprd17.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR1701MB176882CC70157C88A50B9980B1B00@CY4PR1701MB1768.namprd17.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CAHPijjhih9S-Bi7sVwOv78nvs7wpBw5qVBcJzG2O43tTptDL=A@mail.gmail.com>
I suspect that your patrons will want you to carry the local paper in some
form. You may have to evaluate if there are other ways to access the
content: digitally, on microfilm in another local institution, keep the
hard copy in perpetuity, etc.
I'm not sure what the commitment level in the past has
this access to you patrons, and this will also have an
the local paper out of the discussion. They may expect
the library to access past issues like our paper does.
people to us!
Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library

been to providing
impact. Don't leave
to send people to
They just send

435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history?"
~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our
ancestors by the records of history."
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 12:17 PM, Ann Ellen Barr <ellen at barrfinancial.com>
wrote:
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Hope it?s okay to throw in a Volunteer?s side-knowledge>
they will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local

Here in Illinois

Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher.
that applies in your area.

Ellen Barr

See if

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kearns
*Sent:* Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm

This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!

For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.

The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.

My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I

> don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
> and I'm not sure what to say.
>
>
>
> My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
> somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
> the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
> chance to archive this material.
>
>
>
> I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
> I right to freak out?
>
>
>
> Thanks so much!
>
>
>
> Sarah Kearns
>
> Ashland Public Library
>
> Ashland, OH
>
> This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information
> intended for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended
> recipient, you should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or
> distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is
> prohibited.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/47665f19/
attachment.html>
From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Wed Aug 2 14:26:25 2017
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Johnson Crow)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:26:25 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <569AFBA7-2423-4FC2-8D33-B7C80FA86D98@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
Sarah,
I suggest contacting the Ohio History Connection. They coordinate newspaper
microfilming and digitization. Info about their program can be found here:

https://www.ohiohistory.org/preserve/digital-services/microfilm-services
<https://www.ohiohistory.org/preserve/digital-services/microfilm-services>
(Scroll down to the section ?Original Microfilming.?)
Amy
====================
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
PO Box 1394; Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com
AmyJohnsonCrow.com
> On Aug 2, 2017, at 2:14 PM, Sarah Kearns <skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us> wrote:
>
> This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
>
> For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper. We
would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm not sure
what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last roll we got is June
2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.
>
> The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have such a
thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am considered the resident
"expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy society keeps a collection in
the library, but we don't have control over that, and the library only has a few
local history items and the newspaper on microfilm.
>
> My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She seems very
reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I don't have any
decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion, and I'm not sure what
to say.
>
> My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers, somehow.
I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or the state
historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last chance to archive
this material.
>
> I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am I
right to freak out?
>
> Thanks so much!
>
> Sarah Kearns
> Ashland Public Library
> Ashland, OH
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/6446ee1c/
attachment-0001.html>

From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Wed Aug 2 14:45:58 2017
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 18:45:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspapers on microfilm
Message-ID:
<BN6PR09MB1249B271B037DA4816F92FA4C0B00@BN6PR09MB1249.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
We send off our local papers to be microfilmed and it is not $6000! We send 3
weekly papers off once a year (each one packed separately so on different rolls)
and a 5 days a week paper quarterly. We spent less than $1000 on the microfilming
for last year. We use ProQuest in Ypsilanti, MI. Good service.
Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov

From youngm at stls.org Wed Aug 2 14:48:14 2017
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Wed, 02 Aug 2017 14:48:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID: <201708021448962.SM62115@MAIL>
Here are my thoughts on newspapers:
Microfilm is a lot more stable than digital files, though very expensive.
If digitizing, one may want to seriously consider keeping hard copies of the paper
in archival boxes. We can always make more room, we cannot retrieve lost items.
We are still microfilming, but I also keep a digital PDF of each paper, that is a
free service with a subscription through our paper's website, though one can only
download a pdf for 30 days after initial publication.
I look forward to hearing other ideas.
Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.

---- Original Message ---From: genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: 8/2/2017 2:27:15 PM

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 167, Issue 1
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Re: Facebook Posts (Lewis, Dvorah at CSL)
Re: Facebook Posts (tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us)
Free to good library home(s) (Claire Kluskens)
George Morgan (Kim Dolce)
Local newspaper on microfilm (Sarah Kearns)
Re: Local newspaper on microfilm (Ann Ellen Barr)
Re: Local newspaper on microfilm (Erin Apostolos)
Re: Local newspaper on microfilm (Jason Cornelius)
Re: Local newspaper on microfilm (Amy Johnson Crow)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2017 18:50:34 +0000
From: "Lewis, Dvorah at CSL" <dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Facebook Posts
Message-ID:
<SN1PR09MB0736C508339F19E145187863B5BE0 at
SN1PR09MB0736.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Hi Cheryl,
Printing the pages out is certainly an option since webpages have such a short
lifespan; however, you lose a lot of the functionality and user experience when you
convert a dynamic, interactive platform like Facebook into a static, physical
object. A solution that I have used personally is an Internet Archive subscription
service called Archive-It. This software crawls the pages you?d like to preserve so
that a copy is still available long after the original is changed and/or completely
lost. This service isn?t cheap, but they may offer different packages, especially
for smaller institutions. Alternatively, Internet Archive allows you to capture a

page via their Wayback Machine for free! However, I do not know if the crawler is
as robust as the one used in the subscription service i.e. can capture Facebook.
Social media has typically been harder for web crawlers to capture because Facebook
pages go on and on and on. With both options, you still lose a little bit of
functional
ity, but not as much as if you were to print it out.
Anyway, goes without saying that I am very interested in how web archiving will and
can impact genealogical research.
Hope this helps!
Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 469-6018
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Charlotte Sellers
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 11:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Facebook Posts
I'm very interested in this as well. Jackson County, Indiana, has a FB memories
page that has existed for years and has more than 8,600 members. Some threads have
hundreds of comments. Some of the important ones have disappeared when a
contributor dies and/or takes down their page.
The page admins would like to archive but have found no answer to how to do it.
Last time I googled for a solution, no workable answers appeared. A digital archive
seems to be the only answer. Saving even one entry can take a lot of time to format
properly in a document file.
I just saw Jennifer Daugherty's message and will be looking at the SI Archives
post. Wonder if FB is working on any solutions?
?=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
historian / genealogist
digging into local & family history
=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
On Thu, Jul 27, 2017 at 12:42 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls
at plano.gov>> wrote:
Has anyone considered how to archive Facebook posts? In Plano, we have several
really good Facebook pages that discuss the history of Plano. Photos will be posted
and everyone makes comments about what they remember about the place. We have
posted some pictures there and the followers help us identify people and places. I?
ve considered printing them off to put in a vertical file which might turn out to
be huge. I know the ?caretaker? of the page archives them but how could I save
them.
Thanks for any suggestions,

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image001.png at 01D306CE.8B1846D0]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240<tel:(972)%20769-4240>
F 972.769.4269<tel:(972)%20769-4269>
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image003.png at 01D306CE.8B1846D0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170727/
cc076400/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 5139 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170727/
cc076400/attachment-0002.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 11176 bytes
Desc: image003.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170727/
cc076400/attachment-0003.png>

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2017 09:01:17 -0500
From: tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Facebook Posts
Message-ID:
<54163dc69aa566f2012a8674a6c2b94b.squirrel at webmail.kinetic.more.net>
Content-Type: text/plain;charset=iso-8859-1
With regard to the comment about facebook, the following arrived in my
mail from "TechSoup". Might be useful.
Mark Your Calendars for These Free Webinars
Summer school is in session! Check out our upcoming webinars for the month
of August and make sure to register. (P.S. Don?t miss out on our free,
five-course online design class below!)
SOS: Save Our Site! Archiving Web Content
Thursday, August 10, 2017
11 a.m. Pacific time
Are you a public librarian interested in expanding your local history
collections to include web archives? Join experts from Internet Archive as
they explain how they are now accepting applications from public
librarians to participate in a program of continuing education, training,
and services to enable public libraries to build collections of
historically valuable, web-published materials documenting their local
communities. Register.
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We are not currently doing it, but our town has a similar type of page. It
is very active and has become a type of community repository for memories
of the town. I've looked into different ideas for preserving, but really
like what the Smithsonian is doing. They capture the pages as pdf/a
documents and save them. The only issue with that method is that if there
are additional comments, you might miss them. You would have to make a
decision about at what you archive a message and the comments. Here is a
post on what the Smithsonian is doing
https://siarchives.si.edu/blog/smithsonian-using-and-archiving-facebook
The Smithsonian: Using and Archiving Facebook
...<https://siarchives.si.edu/blog/smithsonian-using-and-archiving-facebook>
siarchives.si.edu
Access the official records of the Smithsonian Institution and learn about
its history, key events, people, and research.

________________________________
Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
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Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC28401
910-798-6356 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Cheryl Smith
<cheryls at plano.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 12:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Facebook Posts
Has anyone considered how to archive Facebook posts? In Plano, we have
several really good Facebook pages that discuss the history of Plano.
Photos will be posted and everyone makes comments about what they remember
about the place. We have posted some pictures there and the followers help
us identify people and places. I???ve considered printing them off to put
in a vertical file which might turn out to be huge. I know the
???caretaker??? of the page archives them but how could I save them.

Thanks for any suggestions,

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.

[cid:image002.png at 01D306CD.682D06C0]

Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269

>
> cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
>
> plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Connect with Plano
>
> [cid:image004.png at
01D306CD.682D06C0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2017 14:47:23 -0400
From: Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good library home(s)
Message-ID: <FCBA3B24-A537-4531-96BC-672FE1660879 at icloud.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Anybody interested in these? (Free book, free shipping: please reply off list and
provide your postal mailing address.)
Marie C. Malaro, A Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections (Washington, DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1985). Hardcover. Underlining on a couple of pages.
L. Lloyd Stewart, The Mysterious Black Migration, 1800-1820: The Van Vrankens and
Other Families of African Descent in Washington County, New York (Xlibris, 2013).
Signed by the author. Paperback. No writing.
Alexander Keyssar, Out of Work: The First Century of Unemployment in Massachusetts
(Cambridge University Press, 1986). Paperback. Corner of lower front cover bent.
Largely deals with 1870s to 1930s; men, women, immigrants.
Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170729/84d21aba/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Wed, 02 Aug 2017 10:34:16 -0400
From: "Kim Dolce" <kdolce at volusia.org>
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] George Morgan
Message-ID:
<5981E2E8020000AA000872E8 at vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Hi all;
If you're in northeast Florida or south Georgia, you might want to check out a
one day seminar on Sat, Sept. 9th. George Morgan is the speaker and will be
presenting four different topics that look very interesting. The program is being
held at the LDS church in Fernandina Beach, and is sponsored by the Amelia Island
Genealogy Society.
George is the author of How To Do Everything Genealogy, and is the co-host with our
own Drew Smith of the "Genealogy Guys" podcast.
I have already requested the day off so I can attend. If you'd like more info,
visit: www.aigensoc.org.
Maybe I'll see you there!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:14:52 -0400
From: Sarah Kearns <skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID:
<CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.
The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.
My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
and I'm not sure what to say.
My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
chance to archive this material.
I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
I right to freak out?
Thanks so much!
Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/78d2362b/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 18:17:26 +0000
From: Ann Ellen Barr <ellen at barrfinancial.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID:
<CY4PR1701MB176882CC70157C88A50B9980B1B00 at
CY4PR1701MB1768.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Hope it?s okay to throw in a Volunteer?s side-knowledge> Here in Illinois they
will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local
Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher. See if that
applies in your area.
Ellen Barr

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kearns
Sent: Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper. We would
keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm not sure what--has
changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last roll we got is June 2016, and
we have growing stacks of papers.
The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have such a
thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am considered the resident
"expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy society keeps a collection in
the library, but we don't have control over that, and the library only has a few
local history items and the newspaper on microfilm.
My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on microfilm
will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She seems very reluctant
to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I don't have any decisionmaking authority, but I have been asked my opinion, and I'm not sure what to say.
My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers, somehow. I
don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or the state historical
society is doing that, or if the library is the last chance to archive this
material.
I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am I right
to freak out?
Thanks so much!
Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended
for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended recipient, you
should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
message, or the taking of any action based on it, is prohibited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/
d79f08fd/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:23:40 -0400
From: Erin Apostolos <erin at meredithlibrary.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID:
<CAFc+OeBHeHbnktCbeU7ZtOxNxr6eeKUg8KZE43GmLhrYz+sgUw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
We have our town's newspapers in print in archival quality boxes back to

1920. So far they have held up well.
working on a grant to digitize them.
subsidize a grant to digitize them?

Not the best solution and I am
Perhaps your local bank might

On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 2:17 PM, Ann Ellen Barr <ellen at barrfinancial.com>
wrote:
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Hope it?s okay to throw in a Volunteer?s side-knowledge>
they will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local

Here in Illinois

Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher.
that applies in your area.

Ellen Barr

See if

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kearns
*Sent:* Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm

This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!

For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.

The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.

My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
and I'm not sure what to say.

My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
chance to archive this material.
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I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
I right to freak out?

Thanks so much!

Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information
intended for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended
recipient, you should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or
distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is
prohibited.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Erin Apostolos, Director
Meredith Public Library
http://www.meredithlibrary.org
erin at meredithlibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/6ba95b48/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 12:25:31 -0600
From: Jason Cornelius <jason.cornelius at loganutah.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID:
<CAHPijjhih9S-Bi7sVwOv78nvs7wpBw5qVBcJzG2O43tTptDL=A at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
I suspect that your patrons will want you to carry the local paper in some
form. You may have to evaluate if there are other ways to access the
content: digitally, on microfilm in another local institution, keep the

hard copy in perpetuity, etc.
I'm not sure what the commitment level in the past has
this access to you patrons, and this will also have an
the local paper out of the discussion. They may expect
the library to access past issues like our paper does.
people to us!

been to providing
impact. Don't leave
to send people to
They just send

Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library
435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history?"
~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our
ancestors by the records of history."
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 12:17 PM, Ann Ellen Barr <ellen at barrfinancial.com>
wrote:
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Hope it?s okay to throw in a Volunteer?s side-knowledge>
they will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local

Here in Illinois

Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher.
that applies in your area.

Ellen Barr

See if

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kearns
*Sent:* Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm

This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!

For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.

>
> The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
> such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
> considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
> society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
> that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
> on microfilm.
>
>
>
> My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
> microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
> seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
> don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
> and I'm not sure what to say.
>
>
>
> My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
> somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
> the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
> chance to archive this material.
>
>
>
> I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
> I right to freak out?
>
>
>
> Thanks so much!
>
>
>
> Sarah Kearns
>
> Ashland Public Library
>
> Ashland, OH
>
> This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information
> intended for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended
> recipient, you should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or
> distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is
> prohibited.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:26:25 -0400
From: Amy Johnson Crow <amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID: <569AFBA7-2423-4FC2-8D33-B7C80FA86D98 at amyjohnsoncrow.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Sarah,
I suggest contacting the Ohio History Connection. They coordinate newspaper
microfilming and digitization. Info about their program can be found here:
https://www.ohiohistory.org/preserve/digital-services/microfilm-services
<https://www.ohiohistory.org/preserve/digital-services/microfilm-services>
(Scroll down to the section ?Original Microfilming.?)
Amy
====================
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
PO Box 1394; Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com
AmyJohnsonCrow.com
> On Aug 2, 2017, at 2:14 PM, Sarah Kearns <skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us> wrote:
>
> This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
>
> For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper. We
would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm not sure
what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last roll we got is June
2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.
>
> The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have such a
thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am considered the resident
"expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy society keeps a collection in
the library, but we don't have control over that, and the library only has a few
local history items and the newspaper on microfilm.
>
> My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She seems very
reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I don't have any
decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion, and I'm not sure what
to say.
>
> My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers, somehow.
I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or the state
historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last chance to archive
this material.
>
> I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am I
right to freak out?
>
> Thanks so much!

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 167, Issue 1
****************************************

From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Wed Aug 2 15:32:09 2017
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 19:32:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <C03538A3D574B14885B8598C7E835BC5269F0679@Europa.ad.tmcpl.org>
Sarah,
As Ann mentioned, most newspaper understand preserving old editions, whether
microform or digital.
We had a similar situation here in Troy a few years ago when a new publisher
decided they were not going to microfilm any longer (they used to send the library
a free reel). We contacted them and they gave us permission to microfilm &/or
digitize for the library collection. It is a pain to take care of it, but worth it
in the long run.
Two suggestions if this works. First, be sure to get a copy of each issue of the
paper just for the purpose of preservation. Too many of the ?library? copies had
pages missing, articles torn out, etc. to rely on that. Also, if you have a
volunteer that can be dedicated to colleting the papers, checking to make sure all
the pages and issues are present; packaging them and shipping them, then it will
take a lot of pressure off you, or whoever. Second, unless the library is
financially strapped, the $$ per year can be budgeted for the purpose of preserving
b/c even if the local newspaper has gone digital, most of them are not in the
business of continual long term online editions, i.e., they may keep 1-2 years of
content online, but most will not keep 5, 10, 15, etc. years on their site. So,
somebody needs to preserve it.
Patrick

Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
[cid:image001.png at 01D30BA4.86450A50]
[cid:image002.png at 01D30BA4.86450A50]
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082

pkennedy at tmcpl.org<mailto:pkennedy at tmcpl.org>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kearns
Sent: Wednesday, August 02, 2017 2:15 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper. We would
keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm not sure what--has
changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last roll we got is June 2016, and
we have growing stacks of papers.
The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have such a
thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am considered the resident
"expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy society keeps a collection in
the library, but we don't have control over that, and the library only has a few
local history items and the newspaper on microfilm.
My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on microfilm
will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She seems very reluctant
to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I don't have any decisionmaking authority, but I have been asked my opinion, and I'm not sure what to say.
My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers, somehow. I
don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or the state historical
society is doing that, or if the library is the last chance to archive this
material.
I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am I right
to freak out?
Thanks so much!
Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
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From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Wed Aug 2 15:57:20 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 19:57:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To: <201708021448962.SM62115@MAIL>
References: <201708021448962.SM62115@MAIL>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F170718A5@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Hi everyone,
I would like to add a side thread to this topic...
I have been wondering if it might be prudent to digitize our microfilm due to the
fact that at least one of our microfilm reader printers is no longer being
produced. And wouldn't you know it is the only one everyone wants to use! They
absolutely balk at using a newer more efficient microfilm reader printer.
So do to that what does everyone think? Yes, I know that microfilm is more stable
than digital. We've had much of ours for 50 years or more. (I think - this is
just a guesstimate.)
On the upside, I have heard rumors that our local paper will be digitized by the
state library. But I am not holding my breath because the department that does
that has only one or two employees! I don't think it is included in newspapers.com
either. Even so, we have numerous other items on microfilm that if lost, stolen or
damaged would be hard to replace.
Looking forward to your thoughts on this topic.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Indiana

From youngm at stls.org Wed Aug 2 16:10:36 2017
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Wed, 02 Aug 2017 16:10:36 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID: <201708021610932.SM62500@MAIL>
I should have specified due to copyright concerns--Regarding my PDFs of the local newspaper-- I don't have them available for patron
use. I have them as an electronic backup that only I can access for now. A project
I have yet to do is to contact the newspaper to see if they will grant me

permission to have these available in-house for patrons to view and print from.
I started doing this as a precaution in case the microfilming ever stops or gets
even more expensive.
If we can no longer microfilm one day, I'll probably lobby to keep the paper copies
and bind them, but it would be nice to have PDFs for them as well.
Maybe newspapers will grant permission to use PDFs within the library, or online
with access to one person at a time, kind of like an e-book subscription? That may
be covered under fair use?
Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.

---- Original Message ---From: "Maggie Young" <youngm at stls.org>
Sent: 8/2/2017 2:48:14 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: Local newspaper on microfilm
Here are my thoughts on newspapers:
Microfilm is a lot more stable than digital files, though very expensive.
If digitizing, one may want to seriously consider keeping hard copies of the paper
in archival boxes. We can always make more room, we cannot retrieve lost items.
We are still microfilming, but I also keep a digital PDF of each paper, that is a
free service with a subscription through our paper's website, though one can only
download a pdf for 30 days after initial publication.
I look forward to hearing other ideas.
Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.

---- Original Message ---From: genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: 8/2/2017 2:27:15 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 167, Issue 1
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Re: Facebook Posts (Lewis, Dvorah at CSL)
Re: Facebook Posts (tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us)
Free to good library home(s) (Claire Kluskens)
George Morgan (Kim Dolce)
Local newspaper on microfilm (Sarah Kearns)
Re: Local newspaper on microfilm (Ann Ellen Barr)
Re: Local newspaper on microfilm (Erin Apostolos)
Re: Local newspaper on microfilm (Jason Cornelius)
Re: Local newspaper on microfilm (Amy Johnson Crow)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Thu, 27 Jul 2017 18:50:34 +0000
From: "Lewis, Dvorah at CSL" <dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Facebook Posts
Message-ID:
<SN1PR09MB0736C508339F19E145187863B5BE0 at
SN1PR09MB0736.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Hi Cheryl,
Printing the pages out is certainly an option since webpages have such a short

lifespan; however, you lose a lot of the functionality and user experience when you
convert a dynamic, interactive platform like Facebook into a static, physical
object. A solution that I have used personally is an Internet Archive subscription
service called Archive-It. This software crawls the pages you?d like to preserve so
that a copy is still available long after the original is changed and/or completely
lost. This service isn?t cheap, but they may offer different packages, especially
for smaller institutions. Alternatively, Internet Archive allows you to capture a
page via their Wayback Machine for free! However, I do not know if the crawler is
as robust as the one used in the subscription service i.e. can capture Facebook.
Social media has typically been harder for web crawlers to capture because Facebook
pages go on and on and on. With both options, you still lose a little bit of
functional
ity, but not as much as if you were to print it out.
Anyway, goes without saying that I am very interested in how web archiving will and
can impact genealogical research.
Hope this helps!
Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 469-6018
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Charlotte Sellers
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 11:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Facebook Posts
I'm very interested in this as well. Jackson County, Indiana, has a FB memories
page that has existed for years and has more than 8,600 members. Some threads have
hundreds of comments. Some of the important ones have disappeared when a
contributor dies and/or takes down their page.
The page admins would like to archive but have found no answer to how to do it.
Last time I googled for a solution, no workable answers appeared. A digital archive
seems to be the only answer. Saving even one entry can take a lot of time to format
properly in a document file.
I just saw Jennifer Daugherty's message and will be looking at the SI Archives
post. Wonder if FB is working on any solutions?
?=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
historian / genealogist
digging into local & family history
=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
On Thu, Jul 27, 2017 at 12:42 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls
at plano.gov>> wrote:
Has anyone considered how to archive Facebook posts? In Plano, we have several
really good Facebook pages that discuss the history of Plano. Photos will be posted

and everyone makes comments about what they remember
posted some pictures there and the followers help us
ve considered printing them off to put in a vertical
be huge. I know the ?caretaker? of the page archives
them.

about the place. We have
identify people and places. I?
file which might turn out to
them but how could I save

Thanks for any suggestions,
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image001.png at 01D306CE.8B1846D0]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240<tel:(972)%20769-4240>
F 972.769.4269<tel:(972)%20769-4269>
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image003.png at 01D306CE.8B1846D0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
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-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Fri, 28 Jul 2017 09:01:17 -0500
From: tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Facebook Posts
Message-ID:
<54163dc69aa566f2012a8674a6c2b94b.squirrel at webmail.kinetic.more.net>
Content-Type: text/plain;charset=iso-8859-1
With regard to the comment about facebook, the following arrived in my
mail from "TechSoup". Might be useful.
Mark Your Calendars for These Free Webinars
Summer school is in session! Check out our upcoming webinars for the month
of August and make sure to register. (P.S. Don?t miss out on our free,
five-course online design class below!)
SOS: Save Our Site! Archiving Web Content
Thursday, August 10, 2017
11 a.m. Pacific time
Are you a public librarian interested in expanding your local history
collections to include web archives? Join experts from Internet Archive as
they explain how they are now accepting applications from public
librarians to participate in a program of continuing education, training,
and services to enable public libraries to build collections of
historically valuable, web-published materials documenting their local
communities. Register.
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We are not currently doing it, but our town has a similar type of page. It
is very active and has become a type of community repository for memories
of the town. I've looked into different ideas for preserving, but really
like what the Smithsonian is doing. They capture the pages as pdf/a
documents and save them. The only issue with that method is that if there
are additional comments, you might miss them. You would have to make a
decision about at what you archive a message and the comments. Here is a
post on what the Smithsonian is doing
https://siarchives.si.edu/blog/smithsonian-using-and-archiving-facebook
The Smithsonian: Using and Archiving Facebook
...<https://siarchives.si.edu/blog/smithsonian-using-and-archiving-facebook>
siarchives.si.edu
Access the official records of the Smithsonian Institution and learn about
its history, key events, people, and research.
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________________________________
Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC28401
910-798-6356 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Cheryl Smith
<cheryls at plano.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 12:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Facebook Posts
Has anyone considered how to archive Facebook posts? In Plano, we have
several really good Facebook pages that discuss the history of Plano.
Photos will be posted and everyone makes comments about what they remember
about the place. We have posted some pictures there and the followers help
us identify people and places. I???ve considered printing them off to put
in a vertical file which might turn out to be huge. I know the
???caretaker??? of the page archives them but how could I save them.

Thanks for any suggestions,

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
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-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Sat, 29 Jul 2017 14:47:23 -0400
From: Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good library home(s)
Message-ID: <FCBA3B24-A537-4531-96BC-672FE1660879 at icloud.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Anybody interested in these? (Free book, free shipping: please reply off list and
provide your postal mailing address.)
Marie C. Malaro, A Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections (Washington, DC:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1985). Hardcover. Underlining on a couple of pages.
L. Lloyd Stewart, The Mysterious Black Migration, 1800-1820: The Van Vrankens and
Other Families of African Descent in Washington County, New York (Xlibris, 2013).
Signed by the author. Paperback. No writing.

Alexander Keyssar, Out of Work: The First Century of Unemployment in Massachusetts
(Cambridge University Press, 1986). Paperback. Corner of lower front cover bent.
Largely deals with 1870s to 1930s; men, women, immigrants.
Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, VA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Wed, 02 Aug 2017 10:34:16 -0400
From: "Kim Dolce" <kdolce at volusia.org>
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] George Morgan
Message-ID:
<5981E2E8020000AA000872E8 at vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Hi all;
If you're in northeast Florida or south Georgia, you might want to check out a
one day seminar on Sat, Sept. 9th. George Morgan is the speaker and will be
presenting four different topics that look very interesting. The program is being
held at the LDS church in Fernandina Beach, and is sponsored by the Amelia Island
Genealogy Society.
George is the author of How To Do Everything Genealogy, and is the co-host with our
own Drew Smith of the "Genealogy Guys" podcast.
I have already requested the day off so I can attend. If you'd like more info,
visit: www.aigensoc.org.
Maybe I'll see you there!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:14:52 -0400

From: Sarah Kearns <skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID:
<CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.
The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.
My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
and I'm not sure what to say.
My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
chance to archive this material.
I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
I right to freak out?
Thanks so much!
Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 18:17:26 +0000
From: Ann Ellen Barr <ellen at barrfinancial.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID:
<CY4PR1701MB176882CC70157C88A50B9980B1B00 at
CY4PR1701MB1768.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

Hope it?s okay to throw in a Volunteer?s side-knowledge> Here in Illinois they
will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local
Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher. See if that
applies in your area.
Ellen Barr

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kearns
Sent: Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper. We would
keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm not sure what--has
changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last roll we got is June 2016, and
we have growing stacks of papers.
The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have such a
thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am considered the resident
"expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy society keeps a collection in
the library, but we don't have control over that, and the library only has a few
local history items and the newspaper on microfilm.
My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on microfilm
will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She seems very reluctant
to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I don't have any decisionmaking authority, but I have been asked my opinion, and I'm not sure what to say.
My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers, somehow. I
don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or the state historical
society is doing that, or if the library is the last chance to archive this
material.
I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am I right
to freak out?
Thanks so much!
Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended
for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended recipient, you
should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
message, or the taking of any action based on it, is prohibited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:23:40 -0400
From: Erin Apostolos <erin at meredithlibrary.org>

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID:
<CAFc+OeBHeHbnktCbeU7ZtOxNxr6eeKUg8KZE43GmLhrYz+sgUw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
We have our town's newspapers in print in archival quality boxes back to
1920. So far they have held up well.
Not the best solution and I am
working on a grant to digitize them. Perhaps your local bank might
subsidize a grant to digitize them?
On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 2:17 PM, Ann Ellen Barr <ellen at barrfinancial.com>
wrote:
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Hope it?s okay to throw in a Volunteer?s side-knowledge>
they will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local

Here in Illinois

Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher.
that applies in your area.

Ellen Barr

See if

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kearns
*Sent:* Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm

This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!

For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.

The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.

My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
and I'm not sure what to say.
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My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
chance to archive this material.

I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
I right to freak out?

Thanks so much!

Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information
intended for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended
recipient, you should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or
distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is
prohibited.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Erin Apostolos, Director
Meredith Public Library
http://www.meredithlibrary.org
erin at meredithlibrary.org
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-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 12:25:31 -0600
From: Jason Cornelius <jason.cornelius at loganutah.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm

Message-ID:
<CAHPijjhih9S-Bi7sVwOv78nvs7wpBw5qVBcJzG2O43tTptDL=A at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
I suspect that your patrons will want you to carry the local paper in some
form. You may have to evaluate if there are other ways to access the
content: digitally, on microfilm in another local institution, keep the
hard copy in perpetuity, etc.
I'm not sure what the commitment level in the past has
this access to you patrons, and this will also have an
the local paper out of the discussion. They may expect
the library to access past issues like our paper does.
people to us!

been to providing
impact. Don't leave
to send people to
They just send

Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library
435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history?"
~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our
ancestors by the records of history."
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 12:17 PM, Ann Ellen Barr <ellen at barrfinancial.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hope it?s okay to throw in a Volunteer?s side-knowledge>
they will microfilm or digitize newspapers from local

Here in Illinois

Areas if asked and if given permission by the newspaper publisher.
that applies in your area.

Ellen Barr

See if

(Lake County IL genealogy society)

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kearns
*Sent:* Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:15 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm

This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.

The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.

My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
and I'm not sure what to say.

My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
chance to archive this material.

I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
I right to freak out?

Thanks so much!

Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information
intended for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended
recipient, you should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or
distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is
prohibited.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/47665f19/
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-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 14:26:25 -0400
From: Amy Johnson Crow <amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Message-ID: <569AFBA7-2423-4FC2-8D33-B7C80FA86D98 at amyjohnsoncrow.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Sarah,
I suggest contacting the Ohio History Connection. They coordinate newspaper
microfilming and digitization. Info about their program can be found here:
https://www.ohiohistory.org/preserve/digital-services/microfilm-services
<https://www.ohiohistory.org/preserve/digital-services/microfilm-services>
(Scroll down to the section ?Original Microfilming.?)
Amy
====================
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
PO Box 1394; Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com
AmyJohnsonCrow.com
> On Aug 2, 2017, at 2:14 PM, Sarah Kearns <skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us> wrote:
>
> This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
>
> For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper. We
would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm not sure
what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last roll we got is June
2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.
>
> The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have such a
thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am considered the resident
"expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy society keeps a collection in
the library, but we don't have control over that, and the library only has a few
local history items and the newspaper on microfilm.
>
> My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She seems very
reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I don't have any
decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion, and I'm not sure what
to say.
>
> My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers, somehow.
I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or the state

historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last chance to archive
this material.
>
> I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am I
right to freak out?
>
> Thanks so much!
>
> Sarah Kearns
> Ashland Public Library
> Ashland, OH
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/6446ee1c/
attachment.html>
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 167, Issue 1
****************************************

From sboyd at dclibraries.org Wed Aug 2 16:11:51 2017
From: sboyd at dclibraries.org (Boyd, Shaun K)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 20:11:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F170718A5@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <201708021448962.SM62115@MAIL>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F170718A5@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID:
<MWHPR17MB1103F2B63760EA1527C7663EB3B00@MWHPR17MB1103.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
We have our newspapers in print (in boxes in offsite storage) from 1881-current,
microfilm (made by the State Historical Society - we pay per roll, originals at the
State Archives) 1881-2016, and digital at http://coloradohistoricnewspapers.org,
1881-1973. We have been budgeting some money every year to move the digitization of
the microfilm forward ($1.25/page) and should reach 1980 with this year's budget.
We have negotiated the copyright with the local paper, so we can move the
digitization forward.
We are trying to figure out how to get the more current issues of the paper, which
are created digitally, to us in their digital form. Do we just try to save the pdf
of the print paper, or do we need to figure out how to save the newspaper's
website, which has more articles than are in the print edition. Our local newspaper
also publishes different editions in 5 different towns in our county, but it's
essentially the same content with different articles and ads chosen based on the
community. They have also started charging to view articles on their website, so

that will probably be another negotiation to get the library/archives access...
Shaun

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Wednesday, August 2, 2017 1:57 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
Hi everyone,
I would like to add a side thread to this topic...
I have been wondering if it might be prudent to digitize our microfilm due to the
fact that at least one of our microfilm reader printers is no longer being
produced. And wouldn't you know it is the only one everyone wants to use! They
absolutely balk at using a newer more efficient microfilm reader printer.
So do to that what does everyone think? Yes, I know that microfilm is more stable
than digital. We've had much of ours for 50 years or more. (I think - this is
just a guesstimate.)
On the upside, I have heard rumors that our local paper will be digitized by the
state library. But I am not holding my breath because the department that does
that has only one or two employees! I don't think it is included in newspapers.com
either. Even so, we have numerous other items on microfilm that if lost, stolen or
damaged would be hard to replace.
Looking forward to your thoughts on this topic.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Indiana
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ernestthode at gmail.com Wed Aug 2 17:16:05 2017
From: ernestthode at gmail.com (Ernest Thode)
Date: Wed, 2 Aug 2017 17:16:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAC3rUmS=FWjpTj=s04XiBQ40ZYfSbXjxL6wid47zfeUCJ0-ndw@mail.gmail.com>
Bowling Green State University digitized a missing half-year of the
Marietta Ohio Times for the Washington County Public Library that was
available in hard copy at the Hayes Presidential Center in Fremont. You
might contact Becky Hill at the Hayes Presidential Center or Steve Charter
at BGSU. It was no $6,000.

On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 2:14 PM, Sarah Kearns <skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us>
wrote:
> This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
>
> For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
> We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
> not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
> roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.
>
> The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
> such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
> considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
> society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
> that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
> on microfilm.
>
> My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
> microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
> seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
> don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
> and I'm not sure what to say.
>
> My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
> somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
> the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
> chance to archive this material.
>
> I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
> I right to freak out?
>
> Thanks so much!
>
> Sarah Kearns
> Ashland Public Library
> Ashland, OH
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170802/
ea178d2d/attachment.html>
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Aug 3 19:55:20 2017
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 3 Aug 2017 19:55:20 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Local newspaper on microfilm
In-Reply-To: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEWJtUWONfYeie+iwpvMjTpkhw0ma_OjoJdX06NOBzYPtNxwbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw--3tUWdrtJ4mZ8w7J=14uSbt0srw8Dxi=69=RM5TuvRQ@mail.gmail.com>
Sorry if this has already been covered, but I am just now making my way
through the e-mails. So, my first question is ... is someone still
microfilming the paper? You all weren't the ones sending the hard copies to
be microfilmed, right? Is the paper still getting it microfilmed? Who was

paying for the microfilming to take place and who was sending it out?
Actually, we pay over $8,000 for our microfilm, so I would be delighted to
just pay $6,000. :) We had to start paying for what the newspaper used to
donate to us about two years ago.
Mary M.
On Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 2:14 PM, Sarah Kearns <skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This is my first question to the list, so I hope this is ok!
For many years my library received microfilm rolls of the local newspaper.
We would keep the actual papers until we got the roll. Now something--I'm
not sure what--has changed, and we no longer get the microfilm. The last
roll we got is June 2016, and we have growing stacks of papers.
The thing is, I am not officially the "genealogy" librarian. We don't have
such a thing at my library. I have no official authority, but I am
considered the resident "expert" on local history/genealogy. Our genealogy
society keeps a collection in the library, but we don't have control over
that, and the library only has a few local history items and the newspaper
on microfilm.
My supervisor told me that there was a change and to get the newspaper on
microfilm will now cost us $6,000 a year, where it used to be free. She
seems very reluctant to pay that, and she hasn't yet decided what to do. I
don't have any decision-making authority, but I have been asked my opinion,
and I'm not sure what to say.
My instinct says that it is very important to preserve these newspapers,
somehow. I don't know if there is a program where the newspaper itself or
the state historical society is doing that, or if the library is the last
chance to archive this material.
I guess what I'm asking for is any opinions or reactions to this issue. Am
I right to freak out?
Thanks so much!
Sarah Kearns
Ashland Public Library
Ashland, OH
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170803/
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From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Fri Aug 4 10:48:05 2017
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Fri, 4 Aug 2017 14:48:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Of Possible Interest: Free Webinar on Freedmen's Bureau
Records
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB044159DA956756E2894EFAC9A1B60@CY1PR09MB0441.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB044159DA956756E2894EFAC9A1B60@CY1PR09MB0441.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<CY1PR09MB0441F6F6941DB322F4BE19F9A1B60@CY1PR09MB0441.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
FYI
[https://www.ncgenealogy.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/NCGS_weekend_webinar300x28.jpg]
The North Carolina Genealogical Society is delighted to present:
Diane L. Richard
[Diane Richard photo]
?Freedmen?s Bureau Records?
This recorded Webinar will be freely available to the public from 4-6 August 2017
(12 am Friday to 12 pm Sunday, EST)
The handout for this presentation is only available to logged in members,
accessible on the main Webinars page (under Education & Events menu), or on the
movie page itself.
Please register for the free webinar replay so that we may email the direct link to
you. www.ncgenealogy.org
About the Webinar:
Are you seeking records for your southern ancestors in the immediate post Civil War
time period (1865-1868)? Learn about this little known and used Federal record
collection that is full of invaluable records for many ancestors, regardless of
skin color or circumstances, who lived in North Carolina (or elsewhere from DE to
TX). After the war many needed assistance, from maimed soldiers, to widows with
children, to the aged and feeble, to ex-slaves and their former owners. Examples of
records relating to rations, contracts and indentures, courts, abandoned land,
schools, hospitals, and more are presented.
About the Speaker:
Diane L. Richard is a professional genealogist and owner of Mosaic Research and
Project Management. She has been doing genealogy research since 1987 and since 2004
has focused more on the records of North Carolina, including African American (and
slave) research and into those who migrated into, through, or out of North
Carolina.
Diane is a member of the national and local chapters of the Association of
Professional Genealogists and the Genealogical Speakers Guild. She is the editor of

Upfront with NGS, the blog of the National Genealogical Society, and Wake
Treasures, the journal of the Wake County Genealogical Society. She is a regular
author for Internet Genealogy and Family Chronicle. Diane can be found online at
www.mosaicrpm.com<http://www.mosaicrpm.com/>.
After 6 August the video will only be accessible on the website to NCGS members as
a member benefit. NCGS members and non-members may also purchase the webinar on a
CD, which includes the handout, from the NCGS online store.
Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC28401
910-798-6356 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170804/852d4bc8/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Fri Aug 4 10:52:09 2017
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 4 Aug 2017 10:52:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Of Possible Interest: Free Webinar on Freedmen's
Bureau Records
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB0441F6F6941DB322F4BE19F9A1B60@CY1PR09MB0441.namprd09.prod.outloo
k.com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB044159DA956756E2894EFAC9A1B60@CY1PR09MB0441.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CY1PR09MB0441F6F6941DB322F4BE19F9A1B60@CY1PR09MB0441.namprd09.prod.outloo
k.com>
Message-ID: <598451D9.ACA3.00AA.1@volusia.org>
I have already signed up for it, as it looks good. I took one a few months ago on
Cherokee research and it was excellent!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Daugherty, Jennifer" <jdaugherty at nhcgov.com> 8/4/2017 10:48 AM >>>

FYI

The North Carolina Genealogical Society is delighted to present:
Diane L. Richard
?Freedmen?s Bureau Records?
This recorded Webinar will be freely
(12 am Friday to 12 pm Sunday, EST)
The handout for this presentation is
accessible on the main Webinars page
movie page itself.
Please register for the free webinar
you. www.ncgenealogy.org
About the Webinar:

available to the public from 4-6 August 2017
only available to logged in members,
(under Education & Events menu), or on the
replay so that we may email the direct link to

Are you seeking records for your southern ancestors in the immediate post Civil War
time period (1865-1868)? Learn about this little known and used Federal record
collection that is full of invaluable records for many ancestors, regardless of
skin color or circumstances, who lived in North Carolina (or elsewhere from DE to
TX). After the war many needed assistance, from maimed soldiers, to widows with
children, to the aged and feeble, to ex-slaves and their former owners. Examples of
records relating to rations, contracts and indentures, courts, abandoned land,
schools, hospitals, and more are presented.
About the Speaker:
Diane L. Richard is a professional genealogist and owner of Mosaic Research and
Project Management. She has been doing genealogy research since 1987 and since 2004
has focused more on the records of North Carolina, including African American (and
slave) research and into those who migrated into, through, or out of North
Carolina.
Diane is a member of the national and local chapters of the Association of
Professional Genealogists and the Genealogical Speakers Guild. She is the editor of
Upfront with NGS, the blog of the National Genealogical Society, and Wake
Treasures, the journal of the Wake County Genealogical Society. She is a regular
author for Internet Genealogy and Family Chronicle. Diane can be found online at
www.mosaicrpm.com.
After 6 August the video will only be accessible on the website to NCGS members as
a member benefit. NCGS members and non-members may also purchase the webinar on a
CD, which includes the handout, from the NCGS online store.

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library ? Main ? NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6356 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com
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From SCanter at sjpl.lib.mo.us Fri Aug 4 12:48:16 2017
From: SCanter at sjpl.lib.mo.us (Sharon Canter)
Date: Fri, 4 Aug 2017 16:48:16 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Offer of reprint of high school annual for Thomas,
Oklahoma
Message-ID:
<DM5PR13MB09709D083FEA13E8A5AB5897CEB60@DM5PR13MB0970.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
We received a volume in donations that we don't need for our collection. It's
titled "Thomas Then and Now." Information on the cover states it was reprinted and
updated in 1997. It appears to be mostly a compilation of group photos of high
school seniors (1926 through 1996) from Thomas High School. The school mascot is a
Terrier. I'd like to find it a home in Oklahoma. If anyone on the list, especially
from Oklahoma would like to have it, please contact me. I'll send it no charge.
Sharon Canter
Reference Librarian
St. Joseph Public Library
927 Felix St.
St. Joseph, MO 64501
816-232-8151
scanter at sjpl.lib.mo.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170804/5eff3ae8/
attachment.html>
From sholl at slcl.org Fri Aug 4 15:50:40 2017
From: sholl at slcl.org (Scott Holl)
Date: Fri, 4 Aug 2017 14:50:40 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] FHL microfilm order cancellations
Message-ID: <CANSXF45wD4v1zCO6N+qaSwfr_jBxjLm3yD+i4o_6sUwUde9H2A@mail.gmail.com>
A patron told us today that she ordered a roll of FHL film, but
FamilySearch cancelled the order. The reason given was that the film had
been digitized and could be viewed online. We have never run across this
before. Maybe it is part of FamilySearch's phase out of the film loan
program, but we were not aware of this stipulation. In this case, it is a
hardship for our patron, because the digitized version can only viewed at
an LDS Family History Center (we are an affiliate library).

Scott Holl
Manager, History & Genealogy Department
1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd. | St. Louis, MO 63131
*tel* 314-994-3300 ext.2074 | *fax* 314-997-7602
www.slcl.org/genealogy
<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slcl.org
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEH5FOGkEUtzXijen7aJiw-JkJX6Q>
| map
<https://www.google.com/maps/place/1640+S+Lindbergh+Blvd/@38.6301169,90.4049885,16z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x87d8cce775ef310b:0x1695044a233dfcdf?hl=en>
| email <sholle at slcl.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Aug 4 19:55:59 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 4 Aug 2017 19:55:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] FHL microfilm order cancellations
In-Reply-To: <CANSXF45wD4v1zCO6N+qaSwfr_jBxjLm3yD+i4o_6sUwUde9H2A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANSXF45wD4v1zCO6N+qaSwfr_jBxjLm3yD+i4o_6sUwUde9H2A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXzdGbZkf3CREv+6GQUP_oXLgzfAZYQpHqHQ6Wummp33g@mail.gmail.com>
That's been my experience as well, Scott. I have worked at a full FHC for
30 years, and as of the end of the month people will not be able to order
films. However, while we are a full FHC, my old library is not. It's an
affiliate, serving those who cannot drive to the FHC but can get to the
library by bus.
My understanding - and I hope someone who can speak for the FS organization
will reply - is that more and more will be viewable only at an FHC. I
already have found some things that I used to be able to see at home, now
only available at an FHC. It is quite weird.
Larry Naukam
On Fri, Aug 4, 2017 at 3:50 PM, Scott Holl <sholl at slcl.org> wrote:
> A patron told us today that she ordered a roll of FHL film, but
> FamilySearch cancelled the order. The reason given was that the film had
> been digitized and could be viewed online. We have never run across this
> before. Maybe it is part of FamilySearch's phase out of the film loan
> program, but we were not aware of this stipulation. In this case, it is a
> hardship for our patron, because the digitized version can only viewed at
> an LDS Family History Center (we are an affiliate library).
>
>
>
> Scott Holl
> Manager, History & Genealogy Department
> 1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd. | St. Louis, MO 63131
> *tel* 314-994-3300 ext.2074 <(314)%20994-3300> | *fax* 314-997-7602
> <(314)%20997-7602>
> www.slcl.org/genealogy
> <http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slcl.org
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEH5FOGkEUtzXijen7aJiw-JkJX6Q>
> | map

> <https://www.google.com/maps/place/1640+S+Lindbergh+Blvd/@38.6301169,90.4049885,16z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x87d8cce775ef310b:0x1695044a233dfcdf?hl=en>
> | email <sholle at slcl.org>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170804/40cdd217/
attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Sat Aug 5 10:24:55 2017
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Sat, 5 Aug 2017 10:24:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade--Maryland,
New England, New Jersey
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu9+zO06FYXhgAL76E2cuJGtb0dWxhEAxe6TXeTsbjVJDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to
trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your
mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.
There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope
everyone will be able to open it.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a
check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A
meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
received before yours.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170805/
b2309573/attachment.html>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Sat Aug 5 14:07:01 2017
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Sat, 5 Aug 2017 14:07:01 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to

trade--Maryland, New England, New Jersey
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu9+zO06FYXhgAL76E2cuJGtb0dWxhEAxe6TXeTsbjVJDQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu9+zO06FYXhgAL76E2cuJGtb0dWxhEAxe6TXeTsbjVJDQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu8Bcq0xL+qY_8z9kTfWdgi8tL6e0ydYBkbMKKCUYL5Y-g@mail.gmail.com>
Let's try that again, with the attachments.

Sorry!

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Sat, Aug 5, 2017 at 10:24 AM, Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com> wrote:
> Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to
> trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
> Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your
> mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.
> There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope
> everyone will be able to open it.
>
> If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
> reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
>
> Laura Wickstead
> Virginia Room
> 10360 North St.
> Fairfax, VA 22030
>
>
> Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
> will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a
> check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A
> meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
> received before yours.
>
>
> Elaine (McHale) McRey
> Librarian
> Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170805/9522a250/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 MD New England New Jersey bks 2 trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 14263 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170805/9522a250/
attachment-0001.xlsx>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 MD New England New Jersey bks 2 trade.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 54162 bytes

Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170805/9522a250/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Aug 7 13:02:42 2017
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon, 7 Aug 2017 17:02:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC: August 2017
In-Reply-To:
<1128505269310.1120500433151.1857715158.0.480801JL.2002@scheduler.constantcontact.c
om>
References:
<1128505269310.1120500433151.1857715158.0.480801JL.2002@scheduler.constantcontact.c
om>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110132D25465@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>

EXPLORE RELIC
August 2017 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
www.pwcgov.org/relic<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJixvr7_VyeB-JnEQEZ2qv2nDqs6ButTlg5UoTn7fAjh9Gtm7KiFYkFmnltmXx_VQXh39ZTDUBL8inUQHjT9n_WL7pMkiTCDE6SWY9vFzHeiyynDzsxoEA1QrRZiOCbUCnt0PJJBGtW&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_UKSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/Aug%2017/
relicdeeds.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi9dlS2y-_3zslJYoAtkT4rOsrdZ703IRB5J9GYB3RiG2-QF-L3zHfy3Zqvg-a_Z8szrAKEFBKppWeGD9JR288Rh5Vd8jN23TFrbiSx9FpGJ6UXNQEovrqYTSDmEIzlEKyL1s1Qt9v7eC7jtyo0vh
IUhDw1YgxBUewfhzE_bHGF9x7dWCdKkNQLsmHHSioAa2BM8LhyPHzseJtFFMvZUIQiVOTVI3hna5TF8Cj1PiM4FBHIb6y4p7R13Q5vh5CwXEKOlUPaLtEDYRQnhMaQUxH2Q_cGZvWoSAkeNj8yPg8-He-A1W6BhO13QbqZF2U_5gkHCKQFjTIjPuJaDm4RoUrBIsZ2ZGwu83gUKmB0ZuF8jgekDWieVBieGsyj3C0LICnjQRo6n1kB7tC_oRdNwESRe9dLcRdGLyd5BGoR-dVsP2AwEub78sMOmpmgydDT3qcrd_9iCq39qKiPiNfvYS-TC0Ah_EpwmMp8Vkee2ubCBvxpcUrGFEhzp7ZcuxcuuF3YO6LQFD2jqXa_hPIpBsa12T3FA==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_w
qZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_UKSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>

USING U.S. LAND RECORDS TO SOLVE FAMILY HISTORY PUZZLES<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?

f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi9dlS2y-_3zslJYoAtkT4rOsrdZ703IRB5J9GYB3RiG2-QF-L3zHfy3Zqvg-a_Z8szrAKEFBKppWeGD9JR288Rh5Vd8jN23TFrbiSx9FpGJ6UXNQEovrqYTSDmEIzlEKyL1s1Qt9v7eC7jtyo0vh
IUhDw1YgxBUewfhzE_bHGF9x7dWCdKkNQLsmHHSioAa2BM8LhyPHzseJtFFMvZUIQiVOTVI3hna5TF8Cj1PiM4FBHIb6y4p7R13Q5vh5CwXEKOlUPaLtEDYRQnhMaQUxH2Q_cGZvWoSAkeNj8yPg8-He-A1W6BhO13QbqZF2U_5gkHCKQFjTIjPuJaDm4RoUrBIsZ2ZGwu83gUKmB0ZuF8jgekDWieVBieGsyj3C0LICnjQRo6n1kB7tC_oRdNwESRe9dLcRdGLyd5BGoR-dVsP2AwEub78sMOmpmgydDT3qcrd_9iCq39qKiPiNfvYS-TC0Ah_EpwmMp8Vkee2ubCBvxpcUrGFEhzp7ZcuxcuuF3YO6LQFD2jqXa_hPIpBsa12T3FA==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_w
qZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_UKSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>
Thursday, August 17, 11:00 a.m.
Land records often contain a wealth of genealogical, historical and legal
information. Depending upon the type and time period, they may present new insights
about ancestors, family history, title, and land use issues. In addition to
providing location and date of settlement, records may attest to one's age, place
of birth, citizenship, military service, literacy, and economic status, and may
even include similar information about family members. RELIC staff genealogist,
Darlene Hunter, will provide examples of various land records and how to locate
them.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/Aug%2017/
foldersrelic.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi9dlS2y-_3zsv-pc6YRxqGhsc1O9kbgjNjFbTBdv3tEsd8LS-IRAzIxtEq3peaAwyPFHmBnlHNLqhvaFKuFdsECmDEtoc_8Y84SKDp0agelVIdeNdF8pe2a_M5bAAgPPMJpAlBZRMXIfv1IukbpeEi
R6-0CLWotPIyCLnUGxF8K9uhSFwVKcc-0-AVL69kt6oIqHFZvXLuS76JUCn7s6q5MqtZFjrNR17SdMorSBkaYmD6hUB_zzUK1xLM1Ul_-MB4oIx-Z8hfMTLDF4510-i_S2FWNVjze1AuLysmhPdJIMEDr3eWS7xOYForh5SaAXPhMZ_5KoNqAEFavQaU_Wm9LkTqqfI7sz34BjnurvQpt0NpHBdq6sDyXXFrntUHZzTEzArHuXhxhw04JJyY
x9dFGslLuND87lf_ieLwWWSori_gJlt2ZHuWdvrD_r0O8udKqXaAL3UyQGVBHjqrHUnDMgrZfOA3Wa7qSNz4NuXOhDUrPfEyYX3X3P3SWy_ylEDLaPyiSXxvpupZVV9pdv_uXgKwg==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ
60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_UKSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>
FINDING YOUR FAMILY IN THE NEWS<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi9dlS2y-_3zsv-pc6YRxqGhsc1O9kbgjNjFbTBdv3tEsd8LS-IRAzIxtEq3peaAwyPFHmBnlHNLqhvaFKuFdsECmDEtoc_8Y84SKDp0agelVIdeNdF8pe2a_M5bAAgPPMJpAlBZRMXIfv1IukbpeEi
R6-0CLWotPIyCLnUGxF8K9uhSFwVKcc-0-AVL69kt6oIqHFZvXLuS76JUCn7s6q5MqtZFjrNR17SdMorSBkaYmD6hUB_zzUK1xLM1Ul_-MB4oIx-Z8hfMTLDF4510-i_S2FWNVjze1AuLysmhPdJIMEDr3eWS7xOYForh5SaAXPhMZ_5KoNqAEFavQaU_Wm9LkTqqfI7sz34BjnurvQpt0NpHBdq6sDyXXFrntUHZzTEzArHuXhxhw04JJyY
x9dFGslLuND87lf_ieLwWWSori_gJlt2ZHuWdvrD_r0O8udKqXaAL3UyQGVBHjqrHUnDMgrZfOA3Wa7qSNz4NuXOhDUrPfEyYX3X3P3SWy_ylEDLaPyiSXxvpupZVV9pdv_uXgKwg==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ
60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_UKSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>
Tuesday, August 22, 7:00 p.m.

Using newspaper archives for historical research has never been easier. RELIC's Don
Wilson will describe how a growing number of newspapers online may be searched for
items useful for family and local history. Now you can find obituaries, marriage
notices, court cases, advertisements, news items, local gossip, photos - anything
that might appear between the pages of the hometown gazette. He will show how to
find those databases and put them to use.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/Aug%2017/
relicwhat.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi-peqm9I8eHZFjuK3VErtlJnFGy9m4CSO09HJJYnCGnR7NxVsX4lGybcA54Ilj8kpeVteGfL76m3l5uxdWd7ZVGN7TX7LEwrbYvTmKUvVD9m0nVJuRGIe1IfDNKfAhrjbJxmOMLkOf0dxfLo1k03mNhzNH6Qj6AoUEs
Iroajm86VCROBjqcfZQ3Vp1iAuztdYJbK-Vr0LiCoRG3AR7vMyZt0xNKBvA3su2I7JzUV-uBC1605jPjCkrlhX1x550RtWSth3LYgogP-Cn3KbAPQiCN8N883E6hUVLT7DprWITCbxrCmO59queaQflKnBiFYjP28hP_WQvEJZZl0398TFsn5p1nthsIBqrAcH0GKKRFK35IOknfCKCZJU8
LXzKuAQsxJZavsQvk4AzlulIoBGkZlZdTQIy92NY2ks77bFU_mqkSdODIJZqzBXf9Fi8x5e6Hdo2ZNO0yfrNJl4-Rut4YRrBTj9KfkouIoqrHeYxbrvRZv_8_cGKzXq2Jf8Y8oagrR6RQYNF4lcbv3fau3GYzzebg==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P
3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>

GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi-peqm9I8eHZFjuK3VErtlJnFGy9m4CSO09HJJYnCGnR7NxVsX4lGybcA54Ilj8kpeVteGfL76m3l5uxdWd7ZVGN7TX7LEwrbYvTmKUvVD9m0nVJuRGIe1IfDNKfAhrjbJxmOMLkOf0dxfLo1k03mNhzNH6Qj6AoUEs
Iroajm86VCROBjqcfZQ3Vp1iAuztdYJbK-Vr0LiCoRG3AR7vMyZt0xNKBvA3su2I7JzUV-uBC1605jPjCkrlhX1x550RtWSth3LYgogP-Cn3KbAPQiCN8N883E6hUVLT7DprWITCbxrCmO59queaQflKnBiFYjP28hP_WQvEJZZl0398TFsn5p1nthsIBqrAcH0GKKRFK35IOknfCKCZJU8
LXzKuAQsxJZavsQvk4AzlulIoBGkZlZdTQIy92NY2ks77bFU_mqkSdODIJZqzBXf9Fi8x5e6Hdo2ZNO0yfrNJl4-Rut4YRrBTj9KfkouIoqrHeYxbrvRZv_8_cGKzXq2Jf8Y8oagrR6RQYNF4lcbv3fau3GYzzebg==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P
3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>
Thursday, August 24, 2017, 11:00 a.m.
RELIC Librarian Tish Como demonstrates how to locate records and resources that
will add interest and detail to your family tree, while emphasizing the importance
of developing good research habits, critically evaluating records and findings and
using advanced search techniques for better results.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/
insider.png]

RELIC has been an affiliate library of the Family History Library for over fifteen
years. Persons wanting to borrow from the millions of microfilms at Salt Lake City

can have those films delivered to RELIC for viewing.
We recently received word that the film lending program will be discontinued on
September 1, 2017.
From now on, Salt Lake will concentrate on digitizing the
remaining films and posting them on FamilySearch.org, but it will take until at
least 2020 before they are completed.
If you think you will need particular films before 2020, you have until August 31
to place an order.
Please note that now, for the regular $7.50 rental fee, your
film will be placed on extended (indefinite) loan.
Click on the button below for instructions for selecting and ordering films.
you have any questions, feel free to call RELIC at 703-792-4540.

If

Family Search<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi9dlS2y_3zsMh3J2sVdslMR6AD8Jbl27EMXHINRs0GBIUQImFwkMEiA7kVzL4DSodKwv0l3BkrK9xN4CrOPRWCJnIB
-63elUjD78i6neD_n_gCdZa8iJQAMvT_aXd2FuF0ozxpHkqo&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=
P3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
nextmonth.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi2CdufraZ3QQt6izZhRz5Y7y8K
Y0abLzWBmFce5RsKzre085I5MHggfrpKKLD0RDMHFIfXqiv9hKlfcyb3Fj_gN4VRzkSBZTajL5EOBT_x2_VpGH-P-VhZT9GHkQgC3gdDx8lAUSWaD_rk4JCWOM51uFqwigPf0L3o44FgekVsgqjNp7ScjMXXi4ysynFAwg==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAi
Of4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>

GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED
Discovering your family's history is both fun and rewarding. RELIC's Tish Como will
demonstrate the essential first steps to take, and resources to use - most of which
are available for free through the library - to ensure that your research is
accurate, complete and well-documented.
Tuesday, September 19, 2017, 11:00 a.m.
BRING OLD PHOTOGRAPHS BACK TO LIFE
Do you have old family photographs that suffer from neglect, fading, dust or worse?
Photographer and family genealogist Carl Schellenberg will explain, and
demonstrate, how you can enhance those family treasures and in the process help
bring your ancestors back to life.
Thursday, September 21, 2017 11:00 a.m.
THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR IN PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY
John R. Maass will examine Prince William County's colonial and Revolutionary War
era history, including the military operations in the western part of the county.
Dr. Maass is a historian at the U.S. Army Center of Military History, Fort McNair,
Washington, D.C. His most recent books are The Road to Yorktown and George
Washington's Virginia. Copies will be available for sale after his presentation.

Tuesday, September 26, 2017, 7:00 p.m.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
reliclogo.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi2CdufraZ3QQt6izZhRz5Y7y8K
Y0abLzWBmFce5RsKzre085I5MHggfrpKKLD0RDMHFIfXqiv9hKlfcyb3Fj_gN4VRzkSBZTajL5EOBT_x2_VpGH-P-VhZT9GHkQgC3gdDx8lAUSWaD_rk4JCWOM51uFqwigPf0L3o44FgekVsgqjNp7ScjMXXi4ysynFAwg==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAi
Of4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>

To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi867ddErb5Mu2Kr5BTLAmOOJO5
IPW6PnsyY_Fibw91C5hxm88B_J_MuqiygqXv_vO4zMzvBZ4ajilvH5q0oy2ysdctuQjz_nT3wWNMixuxPGrdDpbm_RbAc0YH104HjyOCgqRapxK_66q_67if4akt1HEJtfS1gOIRWwpvSqDNI8qq9GAIR_kTJocN
rUgN_bA==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_UKSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540
or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
You may also register online at RELIC Programs<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi893bG3MfaPhZHObE6FWmP0s8B
3CpmPGULGp1NjqZk2S3Y3iWbLEIqzdmFndabin1J0-VD5m8sq7w-nyel__BUGBr_9ta8SckoNOWSYBxTBThfPWUiNFczkg9JnexZ9CBPtXUvaeyv1z93QotoIc1X_tifZb1Shs2a8S1SPBd8KhXEH39ApgdX5UgkTmSVw==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_UKSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==> by clicking on the program
date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of Bull Run
Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs and activities, you may sign
up for the PWPLS newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?
v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.

librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at pwcgov.org> or
703.792.8150
questions and comments are always welcomed

[Like us on Facebook]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJiz2KIXlbmNzo0KDzBas4KW75Q2
WzVjrZEXBqN3czyVw6op4UUK7HDASmHb_U2M7f3e8xYk_x5NWbQZ4Hy3bQYgHgI7eCqyXTH1c63z3Wkigby
NqrngJUWu1jTLqRKx4r9UNIJb4jpFm8vdHRGM8VZKb5w6nqQahIw==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbH
ceQ==&ch=P3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>
[Follow us on Twitter]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJiz2KIXlbmNzoPM80G3vhWItN4p
vcxHDRTE4ust-Bl6y7Vb_n5dctanJPqsXbu3YK4k5yDEpgza_PGySYQvhsy6uQ10vZbTvZ5gl1mhWbXpyLTg5q9iEJibBtLcoc_sw0hS1C9FwZc2&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pb
HceQ==&ch=P3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>
[View on Instagram]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJi893bG3MfaPh2CbS88OPIJoVOFvqkzi69VzORYqRv3skJg7VA-70DoTcJC8hS9S0Ltq64Kxs8iTcuQ8ebBHhIA5bRD3gv_wFm0f1it6XjSOb0fEp1DqZDKucUIuIEclw==&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVK
AiOf4aYetyb8w8pbHceQ==&ch=P3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>
[Find us on Pinterest]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001TnwEAQ6a_LITY8FOHt1wJ5yNI5NBj78nFfRERNNrk4LGBmLrhgDJiz2KIXlbmNzo2NaBUufykC36SC
Oc9cu71dGdvGQ-GpwmIFXP17bTdzHlE4IzPjEBxCNWt92UAjzbX9Di7ELX4l2NLtU4BCU2MaUoYxiHllMGGUNGMEa0ettsqFjO8n3uUSUUC7V8Ou&c=gZrQCwomDAx3JZ5Xtdky_wqZ60kuLubRVKAiOf4aYetyb8w8pbH
ceQ==&ch=P3_U-KSHDAWSw3I_k36t1E2AxT_k0NIFZKqQEay6AOmhV6cT4uD6Lg==>

Prince William Public Library System, 13083 Chinn Park Drive, Prince William, VA
22192
SafeUnsubscribe? dlwilson at pwcgov.org<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?
p=un&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D%3D&ch=6b747c40-064e-11e5-afced4ae5292c36f&ca=3bd2a3e8-4a25-4ad3-abda-ec8e06ad4f22>
Forward this email<http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?
llr=4hqpqrtab&m=1120500433151&ea=dlwilson%40pwcgov.org&a=1128505269310> | Update
Profile<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=oo&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D
%3D&ch=6b747c40-064e-11e5-afce-d4ae5292c36f&ca=3bd2a3e8-4a25-4ad3-abdaec8e06ad4f22> | About our service
provider<http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-serviceprovider>
Sent by librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at
pwcgov.org> in collaboration with
[Constant Contact]<http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=PT_12041>

Try it free today<http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=PT_12041>
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From dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov Wed Aug 9 14:08:43 2017
From: dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov (Lewis, Dvorah@CSL)
Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2017 18:08:43 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records
Message-ID:
<SN1PR09MB073639237FE3D3FEACC79541B58B0@SN1PR09MB0736.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Hello my fellow Genie Librarians!
First, I'd like to officially introduce myself. My name is Dvorah Lewis, and I am
the new Genealogy Librarian at Sutro Library. I have been here for about two months
so I am still trying to get a handle on everything, but I love it thus far! Since I
am new to the field, this listserv will be extremely helpful for me. I apologize in
advance if any questions I ask were already answered in previous messages (I am
slowly making my way through the listserv archives).
Today's question is regarding the Reverend Donald J. Hebert Southwest Louisiana
Records. I am wanting to complete our set, but I am confused about volumes that are
split into parts. We have volume 1 and volume 2, but I see online that there are
Volumes 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b, and 2c, and unfortunately, I haven't been able to find
anything that tells me what the difference is between those volumes and the two
that we already have. Our Volume 1 (pub. 1974) covers 1756 - 1810 whereas other
publisher's, such as Claitor's Law Books and Publishing Division, Volume 1a covers
1750 - 1810. I tried getting more information, but the representative only repeated
what could be found on their site. I was told to physically come into their store
if I wanted to see the differences. Since I am in California and they are in
Louisiana, I can't really do that.
Any information you all can provide would be greatly appreciated. Look forward to
hearing from you!
Thank you,
Dvorah
Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library - California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 469-6018

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170809/659b6b29/
attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Aug 9 14:16:19 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2017 18:16:19 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR09MB073639237FE3D3FEACC79541B58B0@SN1PR09MB0736.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<SN1PR09MB073639237FE3D3FEACC79541B58B0@SN1PR09MB0736.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <73139A64-3DB8-49E4-9BF5-3FFEFAE69406@usf.edu>
Dvorah,
I looked at the cataloguing entry for the Hebert books at the West Florida Public
Libraries (I got to their catalog from Worldcat), and here is what they have:
*
v. 1-A. 1750-1800 -- v. 1-B. 1801-1810 -- v. 2-A. 1811-1818 -- v. 2-B. 18191825 -- v. 2-C. 1826-1830, including a supplement, 1831-1878.
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian, Library Liaison Services
USF Libraries
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of "Lewis, Dvorah at
CSL" <dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, August 9, 2017 at 2:10 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records
Hello my fellow Genie Librarians!
First, I?d like to officially introduce myself. My name is Dvorah Lewis, and I am
the new Genealogy Librarian at Sutro Library. I have been here for about two months
so I am still trying to get a handle on everything, but I love it thus far! Since I
am new to the field, this listserv will be extremely helpful for me. I apologize in
advance if any questions I ask were already answered in previous messages (I am
slowly making my way through the listserv archives).
Today?s question is regarding the Reverend Donald J. Hebert Southwest Louisiana
Records. I am wanting to complete our set, but I am confused about volumes that are
split into parts. We have volume 1 and volume 2, but I see online that there are
Volumes 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b, and 2c, and unfortunately, I haven?t been able to find
anything that tells me what the difference is between those volumes and the two
that we already have. Our Volume 1 (pub. 1974) covers 1756 ? 1810 whereas other
publisher?s, such as Claitor?s Law Books and Publishing Division, Volume 1a covers
1750 ? 1810. I tried getting more information, but the representative only repeated
what could be found on their site. I was told to physically come into their store
if I wanted to see the differences. Since I am in California and they are in
Louisiana, I can?t really do that.
Any information you all can provide would be greatly appreciated. Look forward to

hearing from you!
Thank you,
Dvorah
Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 469-6018
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170809/
c61949b3/attachment.html>
From dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov Wed Aug 9 14:49:03 2017
From: dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov (Lewis, Dvorah@CSL)
Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2017 18:49:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records
Message-ID:
<SN1PR09MB07368788896BDBF628AFEE30B58B0@SN1PR09MB0736.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Thank you, Drew!
I also came across this helpful article on all of the volumes, which I didn?t see
the first few times I searched for Hebert. Here is the link for those who are
interested: http://www.genealogy.com/forum/surnames/topics/richard/1765/
According to this article, volume 1a-c have information that our volume 1 does not
have so it?ll be wise for us to add the newer ones to our collection.
Thanks again!
~Dev
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, August 09, 2017 11:16 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records
Dvorah,
I looked at the cataloguing entry for the Hebert books at the West Florida Public
Libraries (I got to their catalog from Worldcat), and here is what they have:
*
v. 1-A. 1750-1800 -- v. 1-B. 1801-1810 -- v. 2-A. 1811-1818 -- v. 2-B. 18191825 -- v. 2-C. 1826-1830, including a supplement, 1831-1878.
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian, Library Liaison Services
USF Libraries
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of "Lewis, Dvorah at CSL" <dvorah.lewis at
library.ca.gov<mailto:dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Wednesday, August 9, 2017 at 2:10 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records
Hello my fellow Genie Librarians!
First, I?d like to officially introduce myself. My name is Dvorah Lewis, and I am
the new Genealogy Librarian at Sutro Library. I have been here for about two months
so I am still trying to get a handle on everything, but I love it thus far! Since I
am new to the field, this listserv will be extremely helpful for me. I apologize in
advance if any questions I ask were already answered in previous messages (I am
slowly making my way through the listserv archives).
Today?s question is regarding the Reverend Donald J. Hebert Southwest Louisiana
Records. I am wanting to complete our set, but I am confused about volumes that are
split into parts. We have volume 1 and volume 2, but I see online that there are
Volumes 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b, and 2c, and unfortunately, I haven?t been able to find
anything that tells me what the difference is between those volumes and the two
that we already have. Our Volume 1 (pub. 1974) covers 1756 ? 1810 whereas other
publisher?s, such as Claitor?s Law Books and Publishing Division, Volume 1a covers
1750 ? 1810. I tried getting more information, but the representative only repeated
what could be found on their site. I was told to physically come into their store
if I wanted to see the differences. Since I am in California and they are in
Louisiana, I can?t really do that.
Any information you all can provide would be greatly appreciated. Look forward to
hearing from you!
Thank you,
Dvorah
Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 469-6018
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From riffelj at bellsouth.net Wed Aug 9 15:08:11 2017
From: riffelj at bellsouth.net (Judy Riffel)
Date: Wed, 9 Aug 2017 14:08:11 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR09MB07368788896BDBF628AFEE30B58B0@SN1PR09MB0736.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<SN1PR09MB07368788896BDBF628AFEE30B58B0@SN1PR09MB0736.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <8B0768F668034F93986AEA1D06042753@DESKTOP2HMED6R>

In the 1990s, Father Hebert expanded volumes 1 and 2 to include more details from
the original church registers. For marriages, he added the names of witnesses, and
for baptisms, he added the names of sponsors and the baptismal date. Names of
grandparents, when stated in the records, were added, as well as locations and
other details.
The original volumes 1 and 2 are now pretty much obsolete.
Judy Riffel
Baton Rouge, LA
From: Lewis, Dvorah at CSL
Sent: Wednesday, August 9, 2017 1:49 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records
Thank you, Drew!

I also came across this helpful article on all of the volumes, which I didn?t see
the first few times I searched for Hebert. Here is the link for those who are
interested: http://www.genealogy.com/forum/surnames/topics/richard/1765/

According to this article, volume 1a-c have information that our volume 1 does not
have so it?ll be wise for us to add the newer ones to our collection.

Thanks again!

~Dev

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, August 09, 2017 11:16 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records

Dvorah,

I looked at the cataloguing entry for the Hebert books at the West Florida Public
Libraries (I got to their catalog from Worldcat), and here is what they have:

a.. v. 1-A. 1750-1800 -- v. 1-B. 1801-1810 -- v. 2-A. 1811-1818 -- v. 2-B. 18191825 -- v. 2-C. 1826-1830, including a supplement, 1831-1878.

Drew Smith
Associate Librarian, Library Liaison Services
USF Libraries

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of "Lewis, Dvorah at
CSL" <dvorah.lewis at library.ca.gov>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, August 9, 2017 at 2:10 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Reverand Hebert -- Southwest Louisiana Records

Hello my fellow Genie Librarians!

First, I?d like to officially introduce myself. My name is Dvorah Lewis, and I am
the new Genealogy Librarian at Sutro Library. I have been here for about two months
so I am still trying to get a handle on everything, but I love it thus far! Since I
am new to the field, this listserv will be extremely helpful for me. I apologize in
advance if any questions I ask were already answered in previous messages (I am
slowly making my way through the listserv archives).

Today?s question is regarding the Reverend Donald J. Hebert Southwest Louisiana
Records. I am wanting to complete our set, but I am confused about volumes that are
split into parts. We have volume 1 and volume 2, but I see online that there are
Volumes 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b, and 2c, and unfortunately, I haven?t been able to find
anything that tells me what the difference is between those volumes and the two
that we already have. Our Volume 1 (pub. 1974) covers 1756 ? 1810 whereas other
publisher?s, such as Claitor?s Law Books and Publishing Division, Volume 1a covers
1750 ? 1810. I tried getting more information, but the representative only repeated
what could be found on their site. I was told to physically come into their store
if I wanted to see the differences. Since I am in California and they are in
Louisiana, I can?t really do that.

Any information you all can provide would be greatly appreciated. Look forward to
hearing from you!

Thank you,

Dvorah

Dvorah Lewis
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Sutro Library ? California State Library
1630 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 469-6018

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From skirby at hctpl.info Fri Aug 11 11:53:11 2017
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri, 11 Aug 2017 11:53:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm/Fiche Readers Free to a Good Home
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hOgnC0GLNvt8gCeFWB-OhTb9pim+1QsRdmL_AXmhvBVJQ@mail.gmail.com>
Pickup is the responsibility of the new owner.
Most of these require some work, but could be used as parts machines.
*ITEM #1:* *Bell n Howell SR-1020* *Microfiche Reader* (2 available)
Both are in operating condition. The second machine?s fiche holder needs
minor? Repair.

*ITEM #2: Dukane Model 27A88A* *Microfilm Reader*
With manual. Does not wind. Take-up reel loose/removable.

*ITEM #3: NMI 2020* *Microfilm Reader *
With manual. Winding belt doesn?t turn.

*ITEM #4: NMI 2020A* *Microfilm Reader *
With manual. Winding belt slips.

*ITEM #5: Minolta RP603Z Microfilm Reader/Printer *
NO LENSES. With manual. Viewer worked when last used.
Unknown built-in printer status ?not tried in many many years

*ITEM #6: Minolta MS6000 MKII* *Microfilm/Fiche Reader/Printer on stand*
With manuals. (can take 1, 2, or 3 pieces)
Viewer works. Toner no longer available.
Let me know off-list if you are interested.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
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From sseniawski at aol.com Sat Aug 12 19:40:28 2017
From: sseniawski at aol.com (sseniawski at aol.com)
Date: Sat, 12 Aug 2017 19:40:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Books for trade or sale
Message-ID: <15dd8d20379-6ed-153a0@webprd-m06.mail.aol.com>
Hi Genealib list members,
Over the years the Laramie County (Wyoming) Library and the Cheyenne Genealogical &
Historical Society have been the happy recipients of many genealogy books, however
some of these books are duplicates which we cannot use. It has come time, once
again, to offer these duplicates to other libraries for trade or sale, preferably
trade. The attached lists describe in depth the books that we have available. We
will trade by either price value of the books or number of pages. With exchanging
books each library pays its own postage.
We've found trading books with other libraries is a mutually beneficial way to add
to both libraries' collections. It is an excellent opportunity to fill in
incomplete sets of out-of-print books.
I hope you will look over the attached lists and respond to me off list.
Sincerely,
Sue Seniawski
sseniawski at aol.com

Duplicate Books Chairman
Cheyenne Genealogical & Historical Society
P. O. Box 2539
Cheyenne, WY 82003-2539
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From swixom2 at gmail.com Wed Aug 16 13:46:03 2017
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Wed, 16 Aug 2017 13:46:03 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta microfilm reader-printers - model Micro SP2000
Message-ID: <CANue--UdTnN3NqtnHdUH_mdrNKWsCzACMTOg2jRoES_z7n8i7Q@mail.gmail.com>
We have enjoyed these machines for many years. As they have aged, several
started going to a black screen. Two simple flips of the on-off switch
have always brought the image back for quite some time until this week.
Now, the image is on the screen for less than 10 seconds before it goes
black. That happens over and over. Has anyone else had this problem and
do you know a solution that will keep the image on the screen longer?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31404
912-652-3697 <(912)%20652-3697>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From joe at genesearch.com Sun Aug 20 12:30:57 2017
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Sun, 20 Aug 2017 10:30:57 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Online Death Indexes and Records Website (USA) - Latest
Additions
Message-ID: <CAJMCXfy7L=jO96BoH6On3U+4CgkskF3cdq1XTCg4=oz+GQcmcA@mail.gmail.com>

The
for
MD,
WI,

Online Death Indexes and Records website has some new links or updates
the following states: CA, CO, IL, IL (Cook County), IN, IA, KS, KY, LA,
MI, MO, NE, NJ, NM, NY (state), NYC, OH, OK, OR, PA, SD, TX, VA, WA,
and WY. You can find a list of the latest additions and updates here:

https://goo.gl/FypVJy
Happy searching.
Regards,
Joe
-Online Death Records Indexes, Obituaries and Cemeteries (USA)
http://www.deathindexes.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170820/
b0154f49/attachment.html>
From maryk at ippl.info Mon Aug 21 17:16:12 2017
From: maryk at ippl.info (Mary Krekelberg)
Date: Mon, 21 Aug 2017 21:16:12 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitization questions
Message-ID: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA40172612789@Exchange.ippl.local>
Hello,
I have questions about a possible project, and have once again turned to this
listserv for help. Our library purchased the Scan Pro 1100 microfilm reader about
two weeks before the Family History Library terminated its microfilm loan program.
I have been asked to think of a project for using the microfilm reader.
I indexed key articles from early issues of the local newspaper before they were
microfilmed. The first year of the local newspaper is from 1971, and has about 85
articles that I indexed. I would like to create a searchable database of these
articles in anticipation of the city's 50th anniversary. Unless I receive
permission from the publisher to post online, the articles will be used in-house.
My idea was to train volunteer(s) to use our Scan Pro 1100 microfilm reader to
digitize the 85 newspaper articles, and save the images as individual files (1971
MM DD) within one folder. I think I can use Adobe Acrobat Pro to batch OCR the
individual files to create one searchable file. I don't know what would be needed
to create a multi-page view, how I would make this accessible for viewing, or if my
idea is even feasible? You may respond off list.
Thanks,
Mary Krekelberg
Adult Services Librarian
maryk at ippl.info
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170821/60dd2c2f/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Mon Aug 21 19:49:45 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)

Date: Mon, 21 Aug 2017 19:49:45 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Digitization questions
In-Reply-To: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA40172612789@Exchange.ippl.local>
References: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA40172612789@Exchange.ippl.local>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhW2cLe1H9FQE8d69+pwBVCgRfTKpxYrmF=iF=tRdyyBsA@mail.gmail.com>
It seems like there are several ways to approach this. One small library
has done this, and "gotten away with it". Another large library in the same
system was threatened with legal action if they did this. And yet another
library with which I am familiar can not make anything available except on
CD's - not even an internal networks.
To start with, I would recommend talking to the newspaper and see if you
can get explicit written permission for this. (see
http://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm for guidelines).
You are right about Adobe Acrobat Pro - my own genealogy group has done
that with the various files that we have done.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
1978-2011
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative 2013President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017On Mon, Aug 21, 2017 at 5:16 PM, Mary Krekelberg <maryk at ippl.info> wrote:
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Hello,

I have questions about a possible project, and have once again turned to
this listserv for help. Our library purchased the Scan Pro 1100 microfilm
reader about two weeks before the Family History Library terminated its
microfilm loan program. I have been asked to think of a project for using
the microfilm reader.

I indexed key articles from early issues of the local newspaper before
they were microfilmed. The first year of the local newspaper is from 1971,
and has about 85 articles that I indexed. I would like to create a
searchable database of these articles in anticipation of the city?s 50th
anniversary. Unless I receive permission from the publisher to post online,
the articles will be used in-house.

My idea was to train volunteer(s) to use our Scan Pro 1100 microfilm
reader to digitize the 85 newspaper articles, and save the images as
individual files (1971 MM DD) within one folder. I think I can use Adobe
Acrobat Pro to batch OCR the individual files to create one searchable
file. I don?t know what would be needed to create a multi-page view, how I
would make this accessible for viewing, or if my idea is even feasible? You
may respond off list.

> Thanks,
>
>
>
> Mary Krekelberg
>
> Adult Services Librarian
>
> maryk at ippl.info
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170821/04251e1c/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Tue Aug 22 16:00:13 2017
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Tue, 22 Aug 2017 16:00:13 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] 20th Century Military Research Speaker Recommendations
Needed
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hNHbNA+Qq0cFA0rQTC1-_UotkFsX5VnVAyFpMRCCPNpRA@mail.gmail.com>
Anyone know anyone in the Fort Wayne area (or within a reasonable drive
thereof)?
I'm 30 minutes south-southwest.
I've checked APG and GSG with no joy.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170822/60f9ab92/
attachment.html>
From comanchepl at verizon.net Wed Aug 23 16:52:32 2017
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Hollis McCright)
Date: Wed, 23 Aug 2017 16:52:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] 2 sets of CD-ROM of 1880 United States Census and
National Index
Message-ID: <15e10de37ad-c0f-c548@webjas-vae012.srv.aolmail.net>
We have a Family Search 1880 United States Census and National Index which
contains the complete set. Census information i s shown by household or institution
for about 50 million individuals. The Family history Resource File Viewer compact
disc is included in this binder.

A small donation for postage would be appreciated, but not required.
Best regards,
Hollis

Hollis McCright
Director
Comanche Public Library
Comanche TX

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170823/3f76d932/
attachment.html>
From gbalah at cod.edu Wed Aug 23 20:08:01 2017
From: gbalah at cod.edu (Gbala, Helen)
Date: Thu, 24 Aug 2017 00:08:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] 20th Century Military Research Speaker
Recommendations
Needed
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hNHbNA+Qq0cFA0rQTC1-_UotkFsX5VnVAyFpMRCCPNpRA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hNHbNA+Qq0cFA0rQTC1-_UotkFsX5VnVAyFpMRCCPNpRA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <9a2ef56ec7cf4727a4e66cee3b0a0f35@MAIL13.cdnet-ad.ad.cod.edu>
Try the Pritzker Military Museum & Library<http://www.pritzkermilitary.org/>
Chicago only a 3 hour drive.
www.pritzkermilitary.org/<http://www.pritzkermilitary.org/>
Helen
Helen E. Gbala
Past Chair, RUSA History Genealogy
<http://www.ala.org/rusa/awards/genealogicalpublishing> Preconference Planning
Committee
Supervisor Cataloging/Processing
College of DuPage Library
630-942-2663
gbalah at cod.edu

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 3:00 PM
To: GENEALIB-L
Subject: [Genealib] 20th Century Military Research Speaker Recommendations Needed
Anyone know anyone in the Fort Wayne area (or within a reasonable drive thereof)?
I'm 30 minutes south-southwest.
I've checked APG and GSG with no joy.
______________

Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<http://www.facebook.com/HCTPL>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170824/
cd69a584/attachment.html>
From EErnst at dar.org Fri Aug 25 06:48:25 2017
From: EErnst at dar.org (Ernst, Elizabeth)
Date: Fri, 25 Aug 2017 10:48:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] 20th Century Military Research Speaker
Recommendations Needed
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hNHbNA+Qq0cFA0rQTC1-_UotkFsX5VnVAyFpMRCCPNpRA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hNHbNA+Qq0cFA0rQTC1-_UotkFsX5VnVAyFpMRCCPNpRA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B014B0A2F5@Mail3>
Have you looked at local colleges to see if any of their history professors might
be interested?
Elizabeth J. Ernst
Catalog Librarian
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
eernst at dar.org<mailto:eernst at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 4:00 PM
To: GENEALIB-L
Subject: [Genealib] 20th Century Military Research Speaker Recommendations Needed
Anyone know anyone in the Fort Wayne area (or within a reasonable drive thereof)?
I'm 30 minutes south-southwest.
I've checked APG and GSG with no joy.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public
Library
skirby at hctpl.info<mailto:skirby at hctpl.info> | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=cStYF1is5aqRk6xzv2_mHcbuijrQTSmDGgaLjElOMs&s=LqM6de2jO4xon8d_JTRTdtwrr0qJotfb3CQFr0B2xok&e=> |
www.facebook.com/HCTPL<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-

3A__www.facebook.com_HCTPL&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=cStYF1is5aqRk6xzv2_mHcbuijrQTSmDGgaLjElOMs&s=bkCzX9YwZiBk1OoiZDUC0MI0ruYPyYsopEEf4PRnZYs&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170825/0210fa5c/
attachment.html>
From sholl at slcl.org Fri Aug 25 11:21:10 2017
From: sholl at slcl.org (Scott Holl)
Date: Fri, 25 Aug 2017 10:21:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] 20th Century Military Research Speaker
Recommendations Needed
In-Reply-To: <D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B014B0A2F5@Mail3>
References: <CAAvK8hNHbNA+Qq0cFA0rQTC1-_UotkFsX5VnVAyFpMRCCPNpRA@mail.gmail.com>
<D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B014B0A2F5@Mail3>
Message-ID: <CANSXF46kH+Xd1pt8R62i=0fS30COL7OY9V+Z8caV3JCo3p4YqQ@mail.gmail.com>
You might check out the lecturers participating in the Organization of
American Historians Distinguished Lectureship Program:
http://www.oah.org/lectures/lecturers/

Scott Holl
Manager, History & Genealogy Department
1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd. | St. Louis, MO 63131
*tel* 314-994-3300 ext.2074 | *fax* 314-997-7602
www.slcl.org/genealogy
<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slcl.org
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEH5FOGkEUtzXijen7aJiw-JkJX6Q>
| map
<https://www.google.com/maps/place/1640+S+Lindbergh+Blvd/@38.6301169,90.4049885,16z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x87d8cce775ef310b:0x1695044a233dfcdf?hl=en>
| email <sholle at slcl.org>

On Fri, Aug 25, 2017 at 5:48 AM, Ernst, Elizabeth <EErnst at dar.org> wrote:
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>

Have you looked at local colleges to see if any of their history
professors might be interested?

*Elizabeth J. Ernst*
Catalog Librarian
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.

>
> Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
>
> eernst at dar.org
>
> www.dar.org/library
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
> mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kirby
> *Sent:* Tuesday, August 22, 2017 4:00 PM
> *To:* GENEALIB-L
> *Subject:* [Genealib] 20th Century Military Research Speaker
> Recommendations Needed
>
>
>
> Anyone know anyone in the Fort Wayne area (or within a reasonable drive
> thereof)?
>
> I'm 30 minutes south-southwest.
>
>
>
> I've checked APG and GSG with no joy.
>
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=cStYF1is5aqRk6xzv2_mHcbuijrQTSmDGgaLjElOMs&s=LqM6de2jO4xon8d_JTRTdtwrr0qJotfb3CQFr0B2xok&e=>
> | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_HCTPL&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=0QcwYYgCLReQkwSwy90iXM6tlHUQ6OmYcD9xnk03NU&m=cStYF1is5aqRk6xzv2_mHcbuijrQTSmDGgaLjElOMs&s=bkCzX9YwZiBk1OoiZDUC0MI0ruYPyYsopEEf4PRnZYs&e=>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170825/
ac2c4a84/attachment.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Mon Aug 28 11:07:26 2017
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 15:07:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: PROMOTE YOUR COLLECTIONS;
PROMOTE OUR COLLECTIVE HISTORIES: Building Directories for African
American Newspapers and LGBT Newspapers
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR06MB29659EDC7C1BA210B65F1156A19E0@CY4PR06MB2965.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<CY4PR06MB29659EDC7C1BA210B65F1156A19E0@CY4PR06MB2965.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<BY1PR09MB0933155257A37FC765370696A19E0@BY1PR09MB0933.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Sharing a worthy project.

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR
New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC28401
910-798-6356 p | 910-798-6312 f
www.nhcgov.com
From: coll-assess-request at lists.ala.org<mailto:coll-assess-request at
lists.ala.org> [mailto:coll-assess-request at lists.ala.org] On Behalf Of Martha
Kyrillidou
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 10:33 AM
To: uls-l at lists.ala.org<mailto:uls-l at lists.ala.org>; ARL ASSESS <arl-assess
at arl.org<mailto:arl-assess at arl.org>>; coll-assess at
lists.ala.org<mailto:coll-assess at lists.ala.org>
Subject: [coll-assess] PROMOTE YOUR COLLECTIONS; PROMOTE OUR COLLECTIVE HISTORIES:
Building Directories for African American Newspapers and LGBT Newspapers

Apologies for cross-posting -- please spread the word on this worthy effort Martha
PROMOTE YOUR COLLECTIONS; PROMOTE OUR COLLECTIVE HISTORIES: Building Directories
for African American Newspapers and LGBT Newspapers
We know that our choices as archivists, librarians, and curators matter. The
historical record is largely shaped by what we gather, what we provide access to,
and whose voices we preserve.
In this moment, we want to ignite the power and passion of libraries, archives, and
museums to amplify voices that have too often gone unheard in this country.
Together with you all, we seek to create two new, open resources:
*
*

AN OPEN DIRECTORY OF AFRICAN AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS
AN OPEN DIRECTORY OF LGBT NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS

Participation is easy.
Educopia Institute, in partnership with DPLA, has created two surveys to capture
information about your holdings in these two areas.
We need libraries, archives, and museums of ALL sizes and types to contribute
simple metadata about your holdings using these survey instruments.
The content you hold matters--whether it is a single page or full runs, and whether
it is print, microfiche, or digital. It needs to be represented.
We know this is a big project. We also know the perfect is the enemy of the good.
We?re not looking for perfection, just for participation.
Please join us!
Survey instrument for African American newspapers and periodicals:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NewsOnTheMargins_AFAM
Survey instrument for LGBT newspapers and periodicals:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NewsOnTheMargins_LGBT
SURVEYS CLOSE SEPTEMBER 30, 2017.
For more information about the project, please contact Katherine Skinner using the
contact information below.

Katherine Skinner, PhD
Executive Director, Educopia Institute
http://educopia.org

Working from Greensboro, NC
katherine at educopia.org<mailto:katherine at educopia.org> | 404 783 2534<tel:
%28404%29%20783-2534>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170828/05c87687/
attachment.html>
From muskogeehistory at eodls.org Mon Aug 28 15:29:26 2017
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 14:29:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Database problem
Message-ID: <CACHYTxy55gEG=sEk__ZthNZb6SigWw78DGFyM2kS-kfiHkRUEw@mail.gmail.com>
Our entire library system has not been able to access Ancestry Library
Edition for a week. Plus our patrons' remote access to Fold3 isn't working.
Has anyone else had this problem? It's never been down this long.

Nancy Calhoun
Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170828/
b3c98683/attachment.html>
From lynn.baden at ylpl.org Mon Aug 28 15:49:19 2017
From: lynn.baden at ylpl.org (lynn.baden at ylpl.org)
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 12:49:19 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Database problem
In-Reply-To: <CACHYTxy55gEG=sEk__ZthNZb6SigWw78DGFyM2kS-kfiHkRUEw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CACHYTxy55gEG=sEk__ZthNZb6SigWw78DGFyM2kS-kfiHkRUEw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1503949759.5025895@apps.rackspace.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170828/6f291e58/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: yl_50_circle.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 12324 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170828/6f291e58/
attachment-0001.jpg>
From bking at sccl.lib.mi.us Mon Aug 28 17:41:27 2017
From: bking at sccl.lib.mi.us (King, Barb)
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 21:41:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 167, Issue 6
In-Reply-To: <mailman.7565.1503949761.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.7565.1503949761.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <c4553efd97a54420b3a44b37b1a7e9ca@LIBEXCH01.sccl.lib.mi.us>
It works here. Contact Proquest Technical Support.
Yours truly,
Barbara King
St. Clair county Library
.
-----------------------------Message: 11
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 14:29:26 -0500
From: MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy <muskogeehistory at eodls.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Database problem
Message-ID:
<CACHYTxy55gEG=sEk__ZthNZb6SigWw78DGFyM2kS-kfiHkRUEw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

Our entire library system has not been able to access Ancestry Library Edition for
a week. Plus our patrons' remote access to Fold3 isn't working.
Has anyone else had this problem? It's never been down this long.
Nancy Calhoun
Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------*********************************
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Mon Aug 28 17:49:17 2017
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 21:49:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 167, Issue 6
In-Reply-To: <c4553efd97a54420b3a44b37b1a7e9ca@LIBEXCH01.sccl.lib.mi.us>
References: <mailman.7565.1503949761.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<c4553efd97a54420b3a44b37b1a7e9ca@LIBEXCH01.sccl.lib.mi.us>
Message-ID: <874db46988cc4e58a1151046e4315474@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
No problem here with either database.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.?
John Lubbock

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of King, Barb
Sent: Monday, August 28, 2017 5:41 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 167, Issue 6
It works here. Contact Proquest Technical Support.
Yours truly,
Barbara King
St. Clair county Library
.
-----------------------------Message: 11
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 14:29:26 -0500
From: MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy <muskogeehistory at eodls.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Database problem
Message-ID:

<CACHYTxy55gEG=sEk__ZthNZb6SigWw78DGFyM2kS-kfiHkRUEw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Our entire library system has not been able to access Ancestry Library Edition for
a week. Plus our patrons' remote access to Fold3 isn't working.
Has anyone else had this problem? It's never been down this long.
Nancy Calhoun
Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------*********************************
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From RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov Tue Aug 29 11:31:58 2017
From: RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov (Rzepczynski, Kris (DNR))
Date: Tue, 29 Aug 2017 15:31:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books to trade or available for postage
Message-ID:
<BN6PR09MB12185F5DC1DE70D214C11A4EAD9F0@BN6PR09MB1218.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Colleagues,
The Archives of Michigan is deaccessioning our duplicate copies, please see the
attached spreadsheet for the list of titles. We prefer to trade, if possible, and
all items are available on a first come, first serve basis.
If interested, please email me off-list at rzepczynskik at
michigan.gov<mailto:rzepczynskik at michigan.gov>. Thank you.
Kris Rzepczynski
Senior Archivist, Archives of Michigan
517.373.9191
rzepczynskik at michigan.gov<mailto:rzepczynskik at michigan.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170829/8bc31eae/
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URL:
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From twinmom22 at cox.net Tue Aug 29 21:19:11 2017
From: twinmom22 at cox.net (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Tue, 29 Aug 2017 20:19:11 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] Books to trade or available for postage
In-Reply-To: <-2623986475634008480@unknownmsgid>
References: <-2623986475634008480@unknownmsgid>
Message-ID: <CAHXGPsPi=DzA1meqx-WPy-yBbi27rzsa6HPNxF2LurN8ek5BiA@mail.gmail.com>
We'd appreciate any, or all, of the titles listed below.
We will have to pay postage, I'm afraid.
Kathy
Old gold rush to Alaska diaries of 1898-1900 : a true story of Ohioans
and their Alaska gold prospecting in the Yukon, Koyukuk, Tanana &
Chena rivers' wilderness from their original, unpublished diaries,
letters & photographs, told within the context of Alaskan
heritageJoyce Alig2001AK
Dating Old Photographs, 1840-19292000
How to read German church records without knowing much GermanArta Johnson1980
The Volga-German epicureAnna Weitz1986
Kathy
Kathy Rippel, Librarian
bisonlib at gbta.net
Bison Community Library
202 Main ST, PO Box 406
Bison, KS 67520
Currently Reading
Get your own email signature
On Tue, Aug 29, 2017 at 10:31 AM, Rzepczynski, Kris (DNR)
<RzepczynskiK at michigan.gov> wrote:
> Colleagues,
>
>
>
> The Archives of Michigan is deaccessioning our duplicate copies, please see
> the attached spreadsheet for the list of titles. We prefer to trade, if
> possible, and all items are available on a first come, first serve basis.
>
>
>
> If interested, please email me off-list at rzepczynskik at michigan.gov. Thank
> you.
>
>
>
> Kris Rzepczynski
>
> Senior Archivist, Archives of Michigan
>
> 517.373.9191

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

rzepczynskik at michigan.gov
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From qwalker at oconeesc.com Thu Aug 31 09:05:44 2017
From: qwalker at oconeesc.com (Quientell Walker)
Date: Thu, 31 Aug 2017 13:05:44 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry: Calhoun County, AL
Message-ID: <8458394db7bb4f039c348044e995c7d5@Cumberland.admin.oconeesc.com>
Hello All,
While working on her genealogy a coworker noticed a change in Ancestry regarding
Calhoun County, AL. "The county that my parents are from is Calhoun County, AL.
The county was formerly named Benton County, but it was changed to Calhoun County
in 1858. However, Ancestry currently lists any searches by Benton County." I find
this particularly odd, for I have not encountered Ancestry omitting the current
county name in favor of the defunct.
Quientell Walker
Branch Manager-Walhalla Library
501 W. South Broad St.
Walhalla, SC 29691
qwalker at oconeesc.com<mailto:qwalker at oconeesc.com>
864-364-5701
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